Animals
Easy Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 it uses its fins to swim in water
3 gives us milk and steaks
5 furry animal that hops because its front legs are shorter than its back legs
6 its neck withdraws into its hard shell
9 large pink bird with long thin legs and a long neck
12 tall spotted animal with long thin legs and a very long neck
13 eats bamboo and lives in China
15 large gray animal with floppy ears and a long trunk (nose)

DOWN
2 it slithers on the ground because it has no legs
3 lays eggs and clucks
4 beautiful flying insect with colorful wings
7 this household pet barks and wags its tail
8 it has feathers and it flies
10 eats bananas and swings from tree branches
11 flying insect that makes honey and can sting humans
14 this household pet meows and purrs